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Abstract
Compact urban development in many cities can be featured by dominant mansards. In Saint-Petersburg, it is primarily related to 
urban areas built-up with buildings of the first mass housing types, which need to be improved in terms of energy performance.
At the present day houses built in 1950s – beginning of 1960s can be described as depreciated ones and require considerable heat 
consumption for purpose of heating. With bearing structures and reinforced slab constructions slightly worn-out they can be 
reconstructed with increase in number of floors. An extra mansard floor makes it possible to increase living floor area of houses 
without significant increase in heat demand for heating purpose. On the basis of a reconstruction pilot-project for the five-storey 
panel building with a mansard a required thickness for envelopes has been determined. Provided up-to-date requirements for 
energy performance are met energy intensity per 1 m2 of total area can be reduced.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, mansards are the prevailing housing form of compact development in the central part of Saint-
Petersburg.
First mass type houses are primarily prefabricated panel and brick buildings built according to the design projects
in 1950s – beginning of 1960s. These buildings are outdated ones calling for major repairs or reconstruction. At the 
same time their remaining useful life can be compared with a target service life of a new building provided regular 
repairs are executed. It is a pending issue to arrange reconstruction of the first mass type houses. The main reasons 
are as follows: it is quite hard to keep housing properties at the same maintenance level and prevent demolition due 
to deterioration; there is a possibility to gain extra living area and improve consumer properties of existing 
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buildings. Adding a mansard floor with 1-storey or 2-storey apartments can be considered to be the best solution to 
improve energy performance. Such a reconstruction makes it possible to: 
x improve living conditions after reconstruction;
x reduce engineering costs;
x extend service life of a building;
x cut down heat energy and water consumption to a considerable extent;
x reduce further maintenance costs;
x increase total area of a building saving the area of the city.
Adding a mansard floor (with or without insulation for exterior walls) makes it possible to reduce energy 
intensity for heating. However, with increasing living area heat demand for a building goes up as well. For this 
reason, the objective of this study is to estimate possibility of reconstruction without increase in heat demand.
2. Heat consumption when a mansard floor is added
A pilot project of a panel dwelling house of 1-507 type to be reconstructed by adding a mansard floor has been 
carried out in Saint-Petersburg (Fig. 1) [1]. It is a 5-storey building with three sections designed for 60 apartments 
with total area of 2619 m2.
Fig. 1. A panel dwelling house with a mansard floor after reconstruction (Torzhkovskaya 16, Saint-Petersburg. Reconstruction 2001. Project 
designer: Sharbabchev G.)
The roof of the mansard floor is supported by thin-walled steel roof truss. Steel roof grating is installed along the 
upper and lower truss chords. 2 layers of panels 12.5 mm thick made of gypsum plaster are fixed to roof grating. An 
insulation material «Rockwool» 250 mm thick is laid on the lower sheathing along a vapour-resistance layer. There 
is a ventilation gap of 50mm between insulation and roofing.
Suggested envelopes to be used in construction of mansards are given in Fig. 2 [2, 3]. 
Nowadays, there are a wide variety of the materials used as insulators. LIGHT BATTS rock wool insulation slabs 
have been applied in this project with the following specifications (Standard according to Construction Norms and 
Regulations 23-02-2003 and SN&R 23-101-2004):
- density                                             - ȡ=37 kg/m3;
- coefficient of thermal conductivity - Ȝ=0.041 W/m·°ɋ;
- coefficient of vapour permeability - ȝ=0.3 mg/m·h·Pa.
According to the requirements rated reduced resistance to heat transfer has been determined for envelopes to be 
used in construction of mansards:
Rreq= a·D+b (1)
Rreq = 0.0005·4796+2.2=4.598 m2·ɨɋ/W,
where a and b – numeric values;
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D – heating degree-day, ɨɋādays to be determined under the following dependence
D=(tint-tht)·zht=[20-(-1.8)]·220=4796 ɨɋādays,
where tint – HVWLPDWHGDYHUDJHWHPSHUDWXUHRIH[WHUQDODLULQDEXLOGLQJÛɋ
tht - estimated average temperature of external air during a heating seasonɋ;
zht – duration of a heating season, days.
The minimum value of thickness required for insulator to be used in envelopes has been determined provided 
heat transfer performance uniformity factor is equal to 0.73, – į=0.23 m. Consequently, the thickness of an 
insulation layer taken in this project, which is 0.25m, meets the standards. Estimation of heat consumption before 
and after reconstruction has been performed based on the case study of this building:
- heat losses through covering before reconstruction at the temperature of internal air 18 °ɋ and the estimated 
temperature of external air 26 °C below zero amounted to 21 610 W;
Fig. 2. Mansard roof structure [51]
1 – gypsum plasterboard; 2 – steel truss; 3 – metal roofing; 4 – grating; 5 – square-sawn timber; 6 – profiled steel 
sheet; 7 - gypsum plasterboard insert; 8 – water- and wind-resistant membrane «ROCKWOOL for roofing»; 9 –
insulation slabs made of rock wool Light Batts; 10 – protective perforated steel tape
x heat losses through the envelopes of the mansard (actual reduced resistance to heat transfer R=4,862 Pāɨɋ:)
at the temperature of internal air 20 °ɋ and the estimated temperature of external air 26 °ɋ below zero with due 
account for heating of the ventilated air and household heat release amounted to – 25 170 W;
x adding of the mansard floor caused an increase in heat demand of the building by 3 560 W;
x with the aim to keep the value of heat demand for the mansard floor at the same level equal to 21 610 W, it is 
necessary to increase resistance to heat transfer of the envelopes up to the value of R=6.246 Pāɨɋ:ZKLFKFDQ
EHHQVXUHGE\WKHWKLFNQHVVRILQVXODWRUį ,33 m,;
x heat demand of the building before reconstruction with the total area 2619 m2 amounted to 254650 W;
x heat demand of the building after reconstruction with the total area 3117 m2 amounted to 258210 W;
x energy intensity per 1 m2 of the total area before reconstruction amounted to 97.23 W/m2;
x energy intensity per 1 m2 of the total area after reconstruction amounted to 82.84 W/m2;
x reduction energy intensity per 1 m2 of the total area accounted for 12,7%;
x with the increase in the insulation thickness of up to 0,33 m energy intensity per 1 m2 of the total area can reach
81.7 W/m2.
Thermovision inspection of exterior envelopes outside the building has been performed (Fig. 3). Thermovision 
inspection makes it possible to obtain accurate actual visual information about the building remotely, but it is 
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impossible to estimate thermal shielding (for example, heat transfer coefficients of different envelopes) in the most 
accurate way due to transiency of heat exchange between the building and the outside air.
Fig. 3. Thermorgram of the building exteriors after reconstruction with the mansard floor added 
1 – DWWKHDYHUDJHWHPSHUDWXUHRIWKHFROGHVWPRQWKPLQXVɋ– DWWKHHVWLPDWHGWHPSHUDWXUHRIWKHH[WHUQDODLUPLQXVɋ
Thermovision inspection of the building has been performed during the heating season when there was no 
rainfall; the building under inspection was not exposed to the sun during 12 hours before inspection started; there 
were no fluctuations in the temperature of the external air during two weeks (-2 …+2 ºɋ). As it comes from the 
thermogram the mansard floor has uniform temperature profile.
3. Conclusions
1. Dwelling prefabricated panel and brick houses built-up according to the design projects of the first mass 
housing types have deteriorated and need to be considerably repaired or reconstructed. 
2. The remaining useful life can be compared with a target service life of a new building provided regular major 
repairs are executed.
3. Improvement of thermal properties of envelopes by adding a mansard floor can ensure efficient thermal energy 
performance of a building in service.
4. Energy intensity per 1 m2 of the total area of the pilot project by adding a standard floor has reduced by 12.7%.
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